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GUILFORD CAMPUS | Lower School

● For our first Campus Meeting for Worship of the year we highlighted the International Day of
Peace and read the book “All Are Welcome Here”. In the silence, we reflected on what we can
do to make our school a peaceful and inclusive community.

● Crocus (Preschool) students talked about what makes each of us unique. They picked out a
“colors of the world” crayon to color a representation of their faces and added eyes, a nose,
and a mouth. They read the story “Most Perfect You” and discussed how our hair, eyes, and
skin make us special in our own way.

● In Iris (Pre-K), students enjoyed a selection of books celebrating Hispanic Heritage including
selections: “Round is a Tortilla”, “Waiting for the Biblioburro”, and "Love and Roast Chicken".

● In Sunflower (Pre-K/Transitional Kindergarten), students talked about how we all need
different things to learn and how we are all working on something. They read books
highlighting this inclusion theme: "We All Learn in Our Own Way: A Learning Differences
Social Story", "Special People, Special Ways", and "I'm Not Just a Scribble".

● Sunrise (Kindergarten) began the year with their All About Me unit. Topics included hair color,
eye color, skin color, families, feelings, and emotions. They discussed these topics in an
inclusive and positive manner as they formed their classroom community.

● Rainbow (grades 1-2) watched “That's a Family” and talked about different types of families
and what makes our Rainbow community special. Currently, they are in their Space Unit. They
read a picture book version of “Hidden Figures”, the true story of four Black women and the
space race. They watched the rocket launch and talked about Nicole Mann, one of the crew
members who is the first Native American woman in space.

● In Horizon (grades 3-4), teachers make intentional choices to reflect diversity and create
inclusivity in the characters and themes in read aloud stories for beginning of the year social
curriculum discussions and class Meeting for Worship books. They select class posters,
displays, etc. to help every student feel represented (mirrors) and to help students learn more
about those who are different in various ways (windows). They are continuously working hard
to make sure the class library contains books that are diverse and representative. They have
increased their supply of Crayola Colors of the World skin tone markers, crayons, and colored



pencils and encourage students to select the tone that matches their own skin. The class is
currently in the process of creating a family book in which each student drew a picture of and
wrote about their own family.

● Horizon discussed the theme End Racism, Build Peace for International Day of Peace on
Sept. 21. Students shared thoughtfully about the connection between treating others fairly and
how that will create a peaceful world. They didn’t stop at just Racism but were also concerned
about ending all “isms” with a strong desire for respect for all people.

● Horizon recently began their Native American unit study. Each day, during morning meeting,
teachers share about a contemporary Native American who has contributed to society in a
variety of ways. During the unit, the class will host several Native American guest speakers.

● Galaxy students (grades 5-6) had conversations to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month during
Morning Meeting. In their Government and Elections unit, they have discussed some issues of
inequality that have come up during their studies.

● In Music class, we highlighted Hispanic Heritage Month and talked about different musicians
and about mariachi bands. Students also learned a traditional Mexican Folk Dance.



PAGE-FREDERIKSEN CAMPUS | Middle and Upper School

● Upper School student affinity group GLOW, a support group for LGBTQ+ students, started in
September. In one of the first meetings, they discussed National Coming Out Day, which is
celebrated on Tuesday, October 11 and a group member created this flyer for the community.
They also discussed Transgender Day of Remembrance (TDOR), an annual observance on
November 20 that honors the memory of the transgender people whose lives were lost in acts
of anti-transgender violence, and the GLSEN Day of Silence, a national student-led
demonstration where LGBTQ students and allies take a vow of silence to protest the harmful
effects of harassment and discrimination of LGBTQ people in schools.

● In early September, several seniors led Upper School Quaker Meeting about equality and
community. These “queer-ies” were posed during the meeting for reflecting during silence:

○ What are some ways you can support friends and family who are a part of the
LGBTQ+ community?

○ What is a common misconception about the LGBTQ+ community?
○ If  you are a part of the LGBTQ+ community, what are some ways you wish your peers

at school would support you?

● Students in English 10/11 began the year by establishing a safe space for challenging
discourse and productive output. They unraveled Native American stereotypes and the
Eurocentric views that created them.To establish the significance of identity and reflect on the



diversity of individuals within our community and without, students took time to free write
about “Boy with Raised Arm,” a mural in Philadelphia.

● Spanish 1 and 2 classes hosted Emma Condori; Emma is from the Aymara nation, one of
Bolivia's predominant indigenous groups. She talked to our students in the target language
about the location of Bolivia; its diverse population, which is comprised of 33 indigineous
nations; traditional foods; traditional clothing; and its topography. The last part of class was
dedicated to a conversation in English about the impact of climate change in Bolivia, the
impact of multinational corporations in Bolivia, and the role of Bolivian women in their struggle
against these two monsters. Emma also shared with us her role as an activist to promote
climate change awareness. Lastly, she gave our students an idea of how the school system
works in Bolivia in comparison to our school systems in the United States. We closed our
class saying greetings in the traditional way of the indigenous groups of Bolivia.

S�A�F ����LO���N� & RE���N��I��

● Throughout the 2022-23 academic year, Rutgers University is recognizing the 50th
anniversary of Title IX through a series of celebratory events. This weekend the university
welcomes alumnae back to campus to honor the Title IX pioneers, including NGFS Upper
School Science Teacher, Janet Villas. Janet was the first captain of the Rutgers Women's
Soccer team. The team played Columbia, Brown, Princeton, Trenton State, Villanova, and
Penn State, the only women’s teams at that time. This weekend's festivities include a
ceremony, a parade, a special recognition during halftime of the football game, and a
reception. Congratulations, Janet!

● Head of Lower School Carolyn Howes and Head of Middle and Upper School Tanisha Jones
attended the Peaceful Schools Restorative Practices Institute in August, which focused on
learning how to build a positive school community and help community members solve
problems and make amends.

Sta� ����d �o� Wh��’s �o C���

● Staff Affinity groups will begin in October. These groups focus on race and identity.

● The October Professional Development Day will include time for grades 7-12 teachers to
strengthen their equity literacy and look at broader social and cultural conditions, including
identifying biases or inequities; taking stock of various perspectives; considering possible
challenges and opportunities; imagining equitable and just outcomes; brainstorming
immediate-term and long-term solutions; and crafting a plan of action.

https://t.e2ma.net/click/2iez1f/qhdgpg/usgpcp

